
 

 

 

 

capsensixx subsidiary Oaklet successfully expands corporate structures 

 

Frankfurt, 03 June 2019 - Oaklet GmbH, subsidiary of capsensixx AG (ISIN DE000A2G9M17), 

continues to expand its team in Luxembourg. After onboarding new employees for the 

Frankfurt site at the end of the first quarter, Erik van Os (46) joined Oaklet S.A. based in 

Luxembourg on 01st of June to develop the Group's comprehensive range of services within 

its segment Capital Markets & Corporate Services. 

 

Most recently, Mr. van Os worked for The Bank of New York Mellon SA / NV, Luxembourg 

Branch, where he served as Head of Corporate Trusts, leading a team of specialists for 

operational (Registrar, Paying and Transfer Agent, Listing Agent, Custody and Account Bank 

Services), regulatory and legal matters. Previously, he worked in the structured finance 

department at Deutsche Bank Luxembourg S.A. and at TMF Group in several countries. 

 

Oaklet began expanding its business services in 2018 to include so-called "third-party 

providers" and is continuing to expand its corporate structures. The expanded range of 

services matches with brisk demand in the market. 

 

Sven Ulbrich, CEO of Oaklet's parental company capsensixx: "We are pleased to welcome Erik 

van Os, another well-proven expert and highly motivated colleagues for our team who brings 

fresh momentum and a great structuring experience. To further drive organic growth, Oaklet 

will continue to expand its workforce. " 

 

Klaudius Sosnik, Chairman of the Board of Oaklet S.A., adds: "With Erik van Os, we did not only 

manage to hire a respected expert in our industry. Rather, we will be able to further benefit 

from his ideas and know-how in the expansion of the service offering in the "Third-Party" 

division. One of the growth drivers is an increased demand for securitization of so-called ESG 

investments. With his post graduate diploma in "Islamic Banking and Finance", van Os 

optimally strengthens the existing expertise in the company. " 

 

 

About capsensixx 

capsensixx manages, structures and executes financial products in various asset classes and 

product workflows in the financial sector for its customers (Financial Administration as a 

Service). The business model, which focuses on funds and alternative assets, is characterized 

by a high proportion of recurring income and profitable growth. The subsidiaries Axxion 



(capital management) and Oaklet (specialist for securitization and other financial services) 

have a very strong position on the German-speaking market in these two areas. The 

technology start-up coraixx is involved in digitizing financial receipts using artificial 

intelligence, thus expanding capsensixx' value chain and developing new areas of business and 

customer groups with high growth potential. 

 

You can find further information on www.capsensixx.de 
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